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nonegativityzone

nonegativityzone is a simple yet effective way of branding
& promoting the positive side of life. It is instilling a value and a
thought process that locks out negativity and promotes the positive. A
concept and program that encourages positivity, effort, solutions,
participation as well as promoting outstanding morale and attitude. A
thought process we encourage as a way of life. Remember - You can
never get back time wasted dwelling on the negative! bpositive!
PROMOTING THE POSITIVE IS AN EFFECTIVE PRACTICE FOR EVERYONE - Ask us how.....
SCHOOLS ♦ BUSINESSES ♦ YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS ♦ SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS ♦ GOVERNMENT
♦ SOCIAL CLUBS ♦ INDIVIDUALS ♦ SPECIAL EVENTS ♦ SPECIAL OCCASIONS ♦ FUNDRAISING
OPPORTUNITIES ♦ LITTLE LEAGUES ♦ LIFE IN GENERAL

Promote & encourage the positive. There's no benefit to being negative or dwelling on negativity. Instill
positive values early. Catch people being positive and reward them. Always have a reminder around to
chase the negativity away and stay positive. This is the core of what "nonegativityzone" is - and it's
contagious! It's easy to start, it's cost-effective, it's productive, it's proactive and it's critical to success &
growth. Be part of a positive way of life! Make your environment a nonegativityzone!

BRAND IT WITH THE nonegativityzone
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Marketing is proud to offer the

nonegativityzone brand

BAR MARKETING has solutions ♦ www.barmarketing.net
Promoting goodwill, positive morale, upbeat attitudes, along with encouraging being part of the solution and not
the problem can go a long way to improving your business, school, organization, event or group. We have created a
brand and a program that does just that. It's simple, it's cost-effective and it's efficient. Ask us about creating a
nonegativityzone environment which is enjoyable & positive for everyone. Email info@barmarketing.net.

nonegativityzone Branded Products! Get the most out of your promotional dollars with BAR
Marketing - Almost anything can be branded! Let us show you the most cost-effective way!

• Direct Screen Printing on Apparel • Brand the nonegativityzone & join the positive side of life &
living • Let BAR Marketing be your one stop shop for Branded Apparel & Promotional Products •
Promote the Positive Side (Ask Us About the nonegativityzone)
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